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VARIATIONS OF ADDITIVE FUNCTIONS 
ZOLTAN BUCZOLICH, Budapest, WASHEK F. PFEFFER, Davis 
(Received June 12, 1995) 
Abstract. We study the relationship between derivates and variational measures of ad­
ditive functions defined on families of figures or bounded sets of finite perimeter. Our 
results, valid in all dimensions, include a generalization of Ward's theorem, a necessary and 
sufficient condition for derivability, and full descriptive definitions of certain conditionally 
convergent integrals. 
It has been recognized for a long time that there are important classes of addi-
tive functions whose usual variation is infinite. In dimension one, these include the 
classical families of BVG* and ACG* functions [12, Chapter VII, Sections 7 and 8]. 
Unfortunately, their definitions, closely tied to the order structure of the real line, 
give no indication on how to proceed in higher dimensions. In his recent memoir 
[14], Thomson defined the BVG* and ACG* functions by means of variational mea-
sures, which are multidimensional objects. Nonetheless, many arguments of [14] still 
employ in essential way the ordering of the reals. Based on Warďs theorem [12, 
Chapter IV, Section 11], a natural generalization of BVG* and ACG* classes was 
obtained for additive functions of intervals in any dimension [3]. 
In the present paper, we pass from intervals to figures (i.e., finite unions of in-
tervals), and to the sets of finite perimeter [6, Section 5.1], referred to as BV sets. 
This is an important step which has a direct bearing on the coordinant invariance of 
our concepts (see Proposition 4.14 below, and [11, Chapters 11 and 12]). We prove 
a version of Warďs theorem for additive functions of figures and, proceeding along 
the lines established in [3], give a necessary and suíficient condition for derivability 
in terms of variational measures. We show that essentially everything we proved for 
figures remain valid for bounded BV sets. 
Supported in part by a Fulbright grant while visiting the Center for Theoretical Study 
at Charles University in Prague, Czech Republic. 
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Applying these results to the conditionally convergent integrals of [9] and [11, 
Chapter 12] produces their full descriptive definitions — a significant improvement 
over partial descriptive definitions established in [10] and [11]. Immediate corollaries 
are the divergence theorem for discontinuously differentiable vector fields and the 
change of variable theorems for lipeomorphic transformations (Theorems 5.8 and 5.9 
below). 
The organization of the paper is sufficiently indicated by the section titles. The 
authors are obliged to B. Bongiorno for valuable suggestions concerning Theorem 4.7 
below. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The set of all real numbers is denoted by ÍR, and the ambient space of this paper is 
(Rm where m is a fixed positive integer. In (Rm we use exclusively the metric induced 
by the maximum norm | • |. The origin of (Rm is denoted by 0. For an x Є IRm and 
є > 0, we let 
U(x,є) = {y Є IRm: \x-y\ <є} and U[x,є] = {y Є (Rm: \x - y\ ^є}. 
For x = ( f i , . . . , f m ) and y = (rji,..., rjш) in lR
m, we let x • y = J^ыi ŠІVІ- N o t e t h a t 
|ж-г/ |^m|a; |- |2/ | is the Schwartz inequality with the maximum norm. 
The closure, interior, boundary, and diameter of a set E C IRm are denoted by 
clFľ, int E, дE, and d(E), respectively. If A,B C (Rm and x Є (Rm, we let 
AAB = (A-B)\J(B - A) and dist(ж, A) = inf {\x - y\: y Є A}. 
Unless specified otherwise, a number is an extended real number, and a function is 
an extended real-valued function. 
The Lebesgue measure in (Rm is denoted by A; however, for E C (Rm, we write \E\ 
instead of \(E). A set E C (Rm with \E\ = 0 is called negligible. Sets A,B C Um 
are called, respectively, equivalent or nonoverlapping according to whether the set 
A Л B or A П B is negligible. Unless specified otherwise, the words "measure" 
and "measurable" as well as the expressions "almost all," "almost everywhere," and 
"absolutely continuous" always refer to the Lebesgue measure Л. 
Let E C (Rm, and for 0 ^ a ^ 1, set 
/ ч í ™™ . \U[x,є]ПE\ ) 
E(a) = l x Є (Rm : lim ' L ' [ = a . v ; \ є->o+ (2є)ш J 
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The sets cГ E = LRm - Fľ(0), int* E = E(l), and д*E = ď E - inť E are called, 
respectively, the essential closure, essential interior, and essential boundary of E. If 
E = ď E, we say that E is essentially closed. 
The (m — l)-dimensional Hausdorff measure in R m is denoted by Ж, and a set 
T C .Rm of cг-finite measure Ж is called thin. The symbol / always denotes the 
Lebesgue integral, with respect to Л or Ж as the case may be. 
A BV set (BV for bounded variation) is a bounded set A C R m for which the 
number \\A\\ = Ж(д*A), called the perimeter of A, is finite. By [7, Section 2.10.6 and 
Theorem 4.5.11], the family of all BV sets coincides with the collection of all bounded 
measurable subsets of IRm whose DeGiorgi perimeter [6, Section 5.1] is finite. For a 
BV set A, the essential boundary д*A is ^-measurable [6, Sections 5.7.3 and 5.8]. 
Moreover, there is an ^-measurable vector field VA, defined ^-a lmost everywhere 
on д*A, such that VA • VA = 1 and 
/ div v dЛ = / v • VA dЖ 
JA Jд*A 
for every vector field v continuously differentiate in a neighborhood of cl A [6, Sec­
tions 5.1 and 5.8]. 
Let A be a BV set. The set of all x G int* A such that 
e-»o+ (2£) m ~ 1 
is called the critical interior of A, denoted by intc A. According to [15, Section 4], 
J4?(int* A — intc A) = 0. The regularity of a BV set A is the number 
r(A}JmAil «™™>* 
10 otherwise. 
The usual concept of regularity introduced in [12, Chapter IV, Section 2] is related to 
r(A) by the inequality [2r(A)]m < |.A|/[d(.A)]m [9, Proposition 2.1]. If r(A) > n > 0, 
we say the BV set A is rj-regular. 
A cell is a compact nondegenerate subinterval of [Rm, and a figure is a finite 
(possibly empty) union of cells. Each figure is a BV set, and a figure C of maximal 
regularity, i.e., with r(C) = l /(2m), is a cell called a cube. 
The family & of all figures is contained in the family fflV of all essentially closed 
BV sets. Since cl* A G £8V for each BV set A, every class of equivalent BV sets 
contains precisely one representative in 38V'. It is easy to see that & = 8BV when 
ra = 1. For m ^ 2, however, we only have the approximation result of DeGiorgi. 
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Proposition 1.1. For each BV set A there is a sequence {An} of figures such 
that 
1. lim|An A.4 | = 0 ; 
2. sup||.4n | | -̂  tf||.4||, where K, ^ 1 is a constant depending only on the dimen-
sion m; 
3. supd(.4n) ^d(A). 
If A € &y, then limdist(a:, .4n) = 0 for each x G A; in particular, limd(.4n) = d(A). 
P r o o f . Avoiding a triviality, assume ||.4|| > 0. By [8, Theorem 1.24], there 
is a sequence {Cn} in @y such that lim|Cn A A\ = 0, sup||Cn | | < 2||.4||, and 
dCn = d*Cn for n = 1,2,.... In view of [11, Proposition 12.6.4], for each integer 
n ^ 1, we can find a figure Bn C Cn with |Cn - Hn| < 1/n and ||J5n|| < 27||A||, 
where 7 is a constant depending only on the dimension m. Now it suffices to select 
a cube K of diameter d(A) containing .4, and let ^4n = Bn D K for n = 1,2, 
If A e Sgy, then \A D U(x,e)\ > 0 for each E > 0. Since lim|.4n A A\ = 0, the 
proposition follows. • 
We say that a sequence {An} of BV sets converges to a set A C IR
m, and write 
An -> .4, whenever lim \An A .4| = 0 and sup ||-4n|| < +00. Note that if An -> A and 
A is bounded, then A is already a BV set [6, Section 5.2.1, Theorem 1]. 
Remark 1.2. The above described convergence of BV sets defines a sequen-
tial Hausdorff topology r in the family SSV', which is induced by a nonmetrizable 
uniformity v. Indeed, let 
# y n = {Be@y. Be U[0,n] and ||B|| ^ n} 
for n = 1,2,..., and observe that on each &y n the convergence of BV sets is the same 
as the convergence with respect to the metric Q(B, C) = \B A C\. Thus r is induced 
by the largest uniformity v in &y for which all imbeddings (8$yn,Q) <-»• (3&y ,v) 
are uniformly continuous. It follows from Proposition 1.1 that & is dense in the 
spaces (3§y,r), and consequently (SSV,v) is the completion of (<^\ v). 
In what follows, we often make identical definitions and statements about the 
families & and 8Sy. To avoid repetitions in such circumstances, we shall use the 
letter s/ that stands either for & or J / . For an A £ #/, we let s/A = {B e stf \ 
B C A}. If sets B and C belong to srf, then so do the sets B U C, 
B(dC = cT(.B n C) and B 0 C = d*(B - C), 
and the following inequality holds: 
max{||S U OH, \\B © C\\, \\B e C\\) ^ \\B\\ + \\C\\. 
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2. ADDITIVE FUNCTIONS 
Definition 2.1. A real-valued function F defined on the family #/ is called 
1. additive if F(B U C) = F(B) + F(C) for each pair of nonoverlapping sets 
2. continuous if given e > 0, there is an rj > 0 such that |K(-9)| < e for each 
5 G ^ with B C U(0,1/e), | |£ | | < 1/e, and |B| < 77. 
Remark 2.2. An additive function F on .c/ is continuous according to the above 
definition if and only if it is uniformly ^-continuous, where v is the uniformity in si 
introduced in Remark 1.2. A distribution function of an additive continuous function 
on & is continuous, but the converse is true only in dimension one [5]. 
Let F be a real-valued function on J f . If F is, respectively, additive or continu-
ous, then so is the restriction F\& of F to &. However, the converse is false: it is 
possible that F\& is both additive and continuous, while F is neither. 
Example 2.3. We give two important examples of additive continuous functions 
onS8V. 
1. Let / G Lloc{R
m, A) [6, Section 1.3], and let F(A) = JAfdX for each A G &V. 
Then F is an additive continuous function on S&f by the absolute continuity 
of the Lebesgue integral. 
2. Let v be a continuous vector field on (Rm, and let F(A) = fd+Av • vAdJf for 
each A G 31V. Then F is an additive continuous function on &&Y, called the 
flux of v [9, Example 4.2]. 
Proposition 2.4. Each additive continuous function F on & has a unique ex-
tension to an additive continuous function F on 3§y. 
P r o o f . The proposition follows immediately from Remarks 1.2 and 2.2. None-
theless, extending an additive continuous function F o n « f directly is instructive. 
By Proposition 1.1, to each A G SftV converges a sequence {̂ 4̂ } of figures. Since 
\Ai AAj\ ^ \AiAA\ + \AAAj\, 
\F(Ai) - F(Aj)\ = \F(Ai e Aj) - F(Aj 0 Ai)\ 
<\F(Ai 0 ^ ) 1 4 - ^ ( ^ 0 ^ ) 1 , 
the sequence {F(Ai)} is Cauchy. Let F(A) = limF(Ai), and show by a standard 
argument that F(A) depends only on A, and not on the choice of a sequence {Ai} of 
figures converging to A. Thus we have defined a real-valued function F on &y that 
extends F. If {Ai} and {Bi} are sequences of figures converging to nonoverlapping 
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sets A and B, respectively, then {Ai U (Bi © Ai)} converges to A U B. From this we 
infer F is additive. 
Let K be the constant from Proposition 1.1, and choose an e > 0. There is an 
77 > 0 such that \F(B)\ < e for each figure B C U[0,1/e] with ||H|| < K/E and 
\B\ < n. Let A G «^ r be such that A C U(0,l/e), ||,4|| < 1/e, and \A\ < r). If 
{Ai} is a sequence of figures associated with A according to Proposition 1.1, then 
|F(-4)| = I \imF(Ai)\ -̂  e and the continuity of F is established. 
If G is an additive continuous function on 3&Y, then it is easy to see that G(A) = 
\imG(Ai) whenever {Ai} is a sequence of figures converging to a set A G 38f. The 
uniqueness of F follows. D 
Let A G &/ and let F be a function defined on si/A- As anticipated, we say 
F is, respectively, additive or continuous whenever it satisfies condition 1 or 2 of 
Definition 2.1 on the family si/A- For instance, the flux of a uniformly continuous 
vector field on A G SSV is an additive continuous function on SSVA, since v has 
a continuous extension to clA and hence to (Rm. Observe that in the definition of 
continuity, the restriction B C U(0,1/e) is satisfied for all B G SI/A whenever e > 0 
is sufficiently small. Setting 
(F\-A)(B)=F(A®B) 
for each B G sn/ defines a function FL-A on si/ that extends F. We call FL-A the 
canonical extension of K, and note that it is additive or continuous if and only if F 
is additive or continuous, respectively. If si/ = & and F is additive and continuous, 
let 
P = (FVA)\@VA 
where F\—A denotes the unique extension of F L A to &Y (Proposition 2.4). Using 
Proposition 1.1, it is easy to verify that F\—A = F\—A and conclude that F is the 
unique additive continuous extension of F to SS'f A-
Convention 2.5. We shall always assume that each additive continuous function 
F on & or ^ 4 , where i G c ? , has been extended to an additive continuous function 
on 3BY or 38~VA, respectively, still denoted by F (instead of F). Consequently, we 
shall consider only additive continuous functions on 3$V or $VA with A G <^^, to 
which we refer as additive continuous functions in (Rm or A, respectively. 
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3 . DERIVATIVES 
Let x G (Rm, and let F be a real-valued function defined on srf'. For a positive 
77 < l/(2m), set 




and D^F(x) = inf 
v í>0 
F(B) 
where the infimum and supremum in the brackets are taken over all 77-regular B G srf 
with x e B and B C U(x, 6). The numbers 
D**F(x)= inf D?F(x) and D* F(x) = sup ~B? F(x) 
o o K i o<r?<-ri7r 
are called, respectively, the /Oujer and upper srf-derivate of F at a;. 
Using an argument similar to [12, Chapter IV, Theorem 4.2], it is easy to show 
that the functions D^F, D^F, D?F, and D*F defined on Rm in the obvious way 
are measurable, and that 
D*F <: D*F ^ DfF ^ DfF ^ D*F ^ D*F 
for all 77, 9 with 0 < 77 < 6 < l /(2m). . 
If D^F(x) = D F(x) 7- ±00, we denote this common value by D^F(x), and say 
that F is srf-derivable at x\ the number Da'F(x) is called the srf-derivate of F at x. 
If Dv \F\(x) < +00 for all positive 77 < 11 (2m), we say that F is almost srf-derivable 
at x (cf. [11, Section 11.7]); in particular, F is almost ^-derivable at x whenever 
D \F\(x) < +00. The term "almost derivable" will be justified by a variant of 
Ward's theorem [12, Chapter IV, Theorem 11.15] proved below (Theorem 3.3). 
L e m m a 3.1 . Let x G lRm, and let F be an additive continuous function in (Rm. 
Then 
D?F{x) = D®yF(x) and D*' F(x) = D** F{x). 
Moreover, at x the function F is almost ^-derivable if and only if it is almost 
38V-derivable. 
P r o o f . Suppose D3srF(x) < DfF(x), and find a positive 77 < l/(2m) so 
that D_frF(x) < Df F(x) <, D^JKF(x), where K is the constant introduced in 
Proposition 1.1. There is a 6 > 0 such that 
D^F(x)<M^l = c, 
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where the infimum is taken over all (^//c)-regular figures C C U(x, 6) with x e C. 
Select a positive 7 < S and an 77-regular B e &Y with x e B, B C U(x,^), 
and F(L?)/|i?| < c. Using Proposition 1.1, it is easy to construct an (7//rc)-regular 
figure C C U(x,S) with x e C and F(C)/|C| < c, a contradiction. Since clearly 
DfrF(x) *S DfF(x), we conclude D®r F(x) = D? F{x). The rest of the lemma 
is proved similarly. • 
In view of Lemma 3.1, for additive continuous functions in IRm, we now say 
"derivate" and "derivability" instead of W-derivate" and W-derivability," and 
write DF(x), DF(x), and DF(x) instead olD?F(x), D^F(x), and D*F{x), re-
spectively. 
Let v be a vector field defined on (Rm. We say v is almost differentiable at x e (Rm 
if there are positive numbers c and S such that 
\v(y) -v(x)\ ^ c\y-x\ 
for each y e IRm with \x - y\ < 5. If E is the set of all x e Um at which v is 
almost differentiable, then v is differentiable almost everywhere in E [7, Stepanoff's 
Theorem 3.1.9]. Note that E is measurable whenever v is. 
Example 3.2. Let F be the flux of a continuous vector field v on (Rm, and let 
x e IRm. The following facts are easy to prove [11, Lemma 11.7.4]. 
1. If v is almost differentiable at x, then F is almost derivable at x. 
2. If v is differentiable at x, then F is derivable at x and DF(x) = divv(x). 
Theorem 3.3. Let F be an additive continuous function in IRm, and let E be the 
set of all x e Um at which F is almost derivable. Then F is derivable at almost all 
x e E. 
P r o o f . If x e (Rm and a finite limit lim[F(Cn)/|Cn |] exists for every sequence 
{Cn} of cubes with limd(Cn) = 0 and x e Cn for n = 1,2,..., then all these limits 
have the same value denoted by F'(x). When m = l , a simple argument reveals that 
an additive function F defined on & is derivable at x e U if and only if F'(x) exists, 
in which case F'(x) = DF(x) (cf. [11, Proposition 5.3.3 and Lemma 8.3.4]). Hence 
for m = 1, the theorem is a direct consequence of Ward's theorem, and it holds for 
any additive function F defined on &, whether it is continuous or not. 
Thus we assume m ^ 2 and, proceeding towards a contradiction, we also assume 
\{x e E: DF(x) < DF(x)}\ > 0. The identity 
00 
{xeE:DF(x)<DF(x)}= [j {x € E: D_f/nF(x) <D?/nF(x)} 
n=2m+l 
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implies that \{x e E: D^F(x) < D*F(x)}\ > 0 for all sufficiently small 77 > 0. We 
fix such an rj so that 
° < ? 7 < 2 ( l + 4 m ) < W 
and denote by E' the set of all x e E for which F'(x) exists. By [12, Chapter IV, 
Section 11; particularly the small print on p. 139], the set E - E' is negligible; for 
max{\D*F\,\D*F\}<iD*\F\ 
whenever 0 < 77 < l /(2m). Since D^F(x) ^ F'(x) ^ D*F(x) for each x e E', by 
symmetry, we may assume 
\{x e E': D*F(x) ^ F'(x) < D*F(x)}\ > 0. 
Using standard techniques, find rational numbers M, a, and t so that the set 
E0 = {xeE':t-M < D*F(x) ^ F'(x) <t<t + a< D*F(x) <t + M} 
has positive measure. The function G = F — tX is an additive continuous function 
in (Rm, and 
E0 = {xeE': - M < DfG(x) ^ G'(x) < 0 < a < D*G(x) < M}. 
For each x e EQ select the largest 5X > 0 so that the following conditions hold: 
1. G(K) ^ 0 for each cube K C U(x,5x) with x e K\ 
2. -M ^ G(A)/\A\ -̂  M for each 77-regular figure A C U(x,Sx) with x e A. 
00 
Since E0 = \J {x e E0: 5X ^ l/k}, there is a S > 0 such that the set Es = {x e 
k=i 
E0: 6X ^ 5} has positive measure. 
The set 
00 
E = P | { I G T : D1/n\F\(x) < +00} 
n=2m+l 
is measurable, and so is E'. Using [12, Chapter IV, Section 4], we verify that the 
set E0 is also measurable. From the additivity and continuity of G, it is easy to 
deduce that x H-> SX is an upper semicontinuous function on E0. It follows that Es 
is a relatively closed subset of EQ; in particular, Es is a measurable set. 
Select a n e > 0 and a point z e Es n int* Es. As Es is measurable, we can find a 
positive A -$ ±oV / ( r n - 1 ) < \S so that 
m \U[z,h]-E6\ 
U \U\zM 
for each positive h < A. 
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As DvG(z) > a, there is an 77-regular figure A with z G A, d(A) < A, and 
G(A)/\A\ > a. If d = d(A) and K = U[z,d\, then A C K. For i = 1,2,..., let fy 
be the dyadic division of K into 2irn cubes of diameters equal to 2d/2\ In view of 
the additivity and continuity of G, we may assume A = \}Q>, where 2l C @n for an 
integer n ^ 0. 
Let<tf = {D G $: DnE6 = 0} and C = \Jtf. F o r a g e .0-tf, find ana; G DnE5 
and observe that 
F> C U[x,2d\ C E/(z,2A) C U(x,6) C U(x,6x). 
Thus G(D) ^ 0 for each D G 3> — <& (condition 1 above), and we have 
(2) o|.4| < G(A) = Y, G(D) ^ E °W = G ^ ) -
DG5? D£<€ 
n 
With each D G *€ associate the largest cube D* G [J @i containing D and still 
disjoint from £*. If B = (J{D*: D etf}, then B C K - Es and C = A n 5 . Since 
d < A, inequality (1) implies 
(3) j g | < | g - E , | 
W |tf| ^ \K\ K 
The isoperimetric inequality [11, Proposition 12.1.6] and r(A) > r\ yield 
|A| >t7d||A|| >-r)d• 2m\A\'-^, 
and hence \A\ > (mr])m(2d)m = (mr})m\K\. Combining the last inequality with (2), 
we get 
(4) G(A n B) = G(C) > a\A\ > 2/3\K\ 
where (3 = a(mr])m/2. Let X be a nonoverlapping subfamily of {D* : D e ? ) such 
that B = \JX, and let JS? = {L € X: G(AnL) ^ {fi/e)\L\}. By (3), 
Y G(AnL)<^ Y \L\<^\B\<W\ 
and so by (4), 
(5) YL G(A ^L) = G(AnB)- Yl G(A n L ) > &\K\ = ^ m ' 
Le-s? Lejr-.s? 
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Now fix an L G .if and let / = d(L). By construction, each D G (J 3f{ that properly 
contains L meets Es. It follows that L C U[y, 21] for a y G £<$•. Choose an integer 
p ^ 1 and, using the additivity and continuity of G, subdivide L into nonoverlapping 
cells L\,..., Lp so that 
G(A n Li) = -G(A n i ) > — |L| = - ^ - r 
p pe pe 
for f = 1 , . . . ,p. Making e sufficiently small, we may assume 
v ' p(2l)m pe2m 
If ft = min{r,s} where r = [G(_4 n L)/(4pM)]1 /m and s = A /V^™- 1 ' , then 2/ < 
ft ^ |6 \ Indeed, the choice of A implies s ^ \5; moreover, 2/ < r by (6), and 
2/ -̂  d < A < s since L n Es = 0. 
As L C U[H, 2l] c U[y, /i] and y & L, there is a cube Q C U[y, ft] - L with y G Q 
and G.(Q) = ft. By condition 2 above, G(Q)/\Q\ > - M ; for ft < 6 ^ 5y and Q is 
77-regular. For i = 1,... ,p, let 5^ = (A n Li) U Q. Then 
|5i| = IA n Li| + |Q| ^ |L| + |Q| = ftm [(//ft)m + 1] 
< ftm(2~m + 1) < 2ftm ^ 2rm = G(<Jt?rLi>> 
2M 
and consequently 
G(Sll = G{AnLi) g ( g ) J g | >2M_M\Q[>M 
\Si\ \St\
 + \Q\ \St\
>ZM M\St\
>M-
As y G Si and Si C U[y,h] C U(y,5) C U(y,5y), condition 2 implies r(Si) -̂  77 or 
equivalently 
115.11 > _l_iiL > J9L - h— 
I P l " ^ r,d(Si) > V(2h) ~ 2V • 
On the other hand, 
||Si|| = ||A n Li|| + IIQH ^ ||Li|| + HQII + J?(dA n int L{) 
^ 2mr~1 + 2mftm_1 + Jf(dA n int L{) 
< Amhm-1 + J?(dA n int L{) 
and so 
L m - l / 1 \ 
(7) Jt?(dA n int Li) > — 4mftm~1 = I — - 4m ) hm~l > ft"1"1 
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by the choice of rj. 
We conclude the proof by inferring from (7) that | |A | | > d™-1/7? and hence r(A) ^ 
o"m/(d||A||) < 77, contrary to the choice of A. Indeed for h = s, 
H.4H >- Jť(dA nint Li) >s тn—1 
\.m — l A^n — 1 
> 
by (7) applied to any integer i with U i . $ p . For h = r, applying (7) to i = 1, . . . , p 
yields 
p 
J?(dA n int L)>YL ^(dA n i n t Li) > Pr™'1 
І=I 
G(A П L) 
ApM 
= Z-[G(AnL)Y 
where 7 = (4M)( m l)/m. Adding up these inequalities over all L G -£? and using 
(5), we obtain 








xß- JTП — 1 
Thus for a sufficiently large p, the inequality ||A|| > c"m V7? holds again (note that 
neither /? nor 7 depends on p). • 
It will be convenient to relativize the concept of derivates. Let A G srf, x G A, 
and let F be a real-valued function on srfA. For a positive r\ < l/(2ra), set 
DŽFAÍX) = sup inf 
F(B) 
<5>0 B |B | 
where the infimum is taken over all 77-regular B G stfA with x e B and 5 C U(x, 6). 
The number 
D ^ F A ( : r ) = inf D% FA(x) 
0<77<57i7 
is called the lower srf-derivate of F at a; relative to A. The numbers JD^ FU(x), 
D FA(x), and D^FA(x) are defined similarly; the meaning of derivability and 
almost derivability relative to A is obvious. 
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Let v be a vector field defined on a measurable set E C (Rm. We say v is almost 
differentiable at x G E relative to E if there are positive numbers c and (J such that 
\v(y) -v(x)\ <; c\y-x\ 
for each y € E with |rr — i/| < 5. If C C 15 and £ G C, then t; may be almost 
differentiable at x relative to C but not relative to E. However, using an argument 
similar to [13, Chapter VI, Theorem 3], one can show that a uniformly continuous 
vector field v on E can be extended to a continuous vector field w on IRm so that 
w is almost differentiable at each x G E at which v is almost differentiable relative 
to E. If 5 is the set of all x G E at which v is almost differentiable relative to E, 
then w is differentiable almost everywhere in 5 , and we let divv(.r) = divw(x) for 
each x G S at which uj is differentiable. Up to a negligible set, divu is determined 
uniquely by v and does not depend on the extension w [11, Lemma 10.5.5]. 
Example 3.4. Let F be the flux of a uniformly continuous vector field v defined 
on A G S&V'. If v is almost differentiable at x relative to A, then F is almost 
88f -derivable at x G A relative to A [11, Lemma 11.7.4]. 
For figures, the connection between derivates and relative derivates is simple. Let 
A G & and let F be a real-valued function on &A. If x G int A, then 
i D f F A ( . T ) = i e f ( F L A ) ( > ) 
for each positive 77 < l /(2m). Moreover, D ( F L A ) ( i ) = 0 for every x G IRm — A. 
L e m m a 3.5. Let A G SBV, x G intc.A. and let F be an additive continuous 
function in A. Then 
D®yFA(x) = D(FL.A)(x) and D**' FA(x) = 5 ( F L A ) ( x ) . 
Moreover, F is almost &y-derivable at x relative to A if and only if F\—A is almost 
derivable at x. 
P r o o f . Let G = F L A. [10, Lemma 1.2] implies that 
DfdrFA(x) = inf sup inf 
G{B) \B\ 
o<-<-}-«>o B [ \B\ \AC\B\ 
where the second infimum is taken over all ^-regular B £ 8§Y with x e B and 
B C U(x,6). Choose positive numbers e < 1 and ,7 < l/(2m). If 5 e ^ ^ is 
j?-regular with x £ B and d = d(B), then I? C U[x, 2d\ and 
|fl| >(277)mcT =??m|U[x,2d]|. 
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By [10, Lemma 1.1], there is a S > 0 such that e ^ |H | / |AflH | ^ 1 for each 77-regular 
B G 38Y with x G B and B C U(x,8). Consequently 
eDG(x) ^ D®rFA(x) ^ DG(x), 
and the equality DG(x) = Dfr FA(x) follows from the arbitrariness of e and the 
convention following Lemma 3.L The rest of the lemma is established similarly. • 
Let A G srf, and let F be an additive continuous function in A. Following our 
previous convention, for each x G int cA , we write DFA(x), DFA(X), and DFA(X) 
instead of D_ FA(X), D FA(X), and D**FA(x), respectively. Moreover, relative to 
A, we say "derivable" instead of "^-derivable." 
Remark 3.6. If A G fflV and F is a real-valued function on SSVA, then clearly 
D(F\—A)(x) = 0 for each x G Rm-cl_4. However, if A is not a figure and x G cl A -A, 
we may have D_(F\—A)(x) ^ 0 even when F is an additive continuous function in A 
(cf Example 5.10). 
Let A G @V, let $ : A -> (Rm be a lipeomorphism, and let Bm = 9(B) for each B G 
&VA- By [9, Lemmas 6.5 and 6.6], the map B H-> B9, still denoted by $, is a bijection 
from W ^ onto J f ^ . . According to Kirszbraun's theorem [7, Theorems 2.10.43], 
the map $ can be extended to a Lipschitz map \P: lRm -> IRm. If \£ is differentiate 
at x G A, let J$(x) = \detD^f(x)\ where D$(x) is the derivative of # at x (in 
spite of the same notation, there is no danger of confusing the derivative of a map 
with the derivate of a function). In view of Rademacher's theorem [6, Section 3.L2, 
Theorem 2], J$>(x) is defined for almost all x E A, and by [11, Lemma 10.5.5], up to 
a negligible set, the function J$: x i-> J$(x) is determined uniquely by $ and does 
not depend on the extension \V The area theorem [6, Section 3.3.2, Theorem 1], the 
Lebesgue derivation theorem [12, Chapter IV, Theorem 6.3], and Lemma 3.5 imply 
D(\o$)A(x) = J*(x) 
for almost all x G A. The following proposition is proved by a straightforward 
calculation. 
Proposition 3.7. Let A G @y, let $ : A —> (Rm be a lipeomorphism, and let F 
be an additive continuous function in 9(A). Then F o $ is an additive continuous 
function in A, and 
D(F o *)A(X) = DF*{A)(*(x)) • D(X o *)A(x) 
at each x G A at which any two of the derivates in the formula exist. 
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4. VARIATIONS 
Recall again that srf stands either for & or fflV. An stf-partition is a collection 
(possibly empty) P = {(A\,x{),..., (Ap, xp)} where A\,...,AP are nonoverlapping 
sets from srf', and xi G A{ for i = l,...,p. Given a positive rj < l /(2m), a set 
F7 C IRm, and a nonnegative function 6 on E, we say that P is 
1. rj-regular if each .A; is 77-regular; 
p 
2. in E if (J A, C £ ; 
i= i 
3. anchored in F? if {.ri,..., xp} C E; 
4. J-Tme if it is anchored in E and d(A{) < 5(x{) for i = 1 , . . . ,p. 
Remark 4 .1. Notwithstanding DeGiorge's approximation (Proposition 1.1), for 
m ^ 2, there are significant differences between ^"-partitions and ^^-part i t ions. 
For instance, if P = {(Ai,xi),..., (Ap,xp)} is an ^-partition, then at most 2
m of 
the points x\,... ,xp can coalesce, while if P is a ^^-par t i t ion, then any number of 
the points x\,... ,xp can coalesce. (Cf. Added in proofs, 1.) 
A nonnegative real-valued function defined on a set E C IRm is called a gage or 
an essential gage (abbreviated as e-gage) on E whenever its null set N$ = {x £ E: 
S(x) = 0} is thin or negligible, respectively. 
Let E c K m , and let F be a real-valued function defined on szf. Given a positive 
77 < l/(2m) and a nonnegative function 6 defined on E, set 
V £ F ( E ) = s u p £ | F ( , 4 . ) | 
P 1 = 1 
where the supremum is taken over all 77-regular ^-partitions P = {(Ai,xi),..., 
(Ap,xp)} anchored in E that are S-nne. The ^/-variation or essential ^/-variation 
(abbreviated as e-srf-variation) of F on E is the number 
sup MV*6F(E) 
0<^<2^7 6 
where the infimum is taken over all gages or e-gages on E, respectively; it is denoted 
by V^F(E) or V^F(E), respectively. An easy verification reveals that the functions 
VfF: E »-> VfF(E) and Vef F: E <-> Vef F(E) 
are metric measures in lRm (cf. [14, Theorem 3.7] and [11, Section 3.2]), and that the 
measure V£*F is absolutely continuous. The following inequalities are obvious: 
VfF^VfF, VfF^VfF, VfF^VfjF 
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In dimension one, a concept similar to ^-variation has been introduced in [14]. 
Versions of the e-^-variation were studied previously in the real line (see [4] and [2]) 
and in an abstract measure space (see [1]). 
Proposition 4.2. If F is a real-valued function on srf, then VfF = V^F when-
ever VfF is absolutely continuous. 
P r o o f . Assume VfF(N) = 0 for every negligible set N C LRm, and seeking 
a contradiction suppose V^F(E) < VfF(E) for a n E c [Rm. There is a positive 
rj < 11 (2m) and an e-gage a on E such that 
V^F(E) < c = inf V&F(E) 
where the infimum is taken over all gages S on E. Since the null set Na of a is 
negligible, VfrF(Na) = 0. Thus given e > 0, we can find a gage g on Na so that 
VjfeF(Na) < e. Define a gage S on E by setting 
r / x (a(x) if xeE-Na, 
6(x) = < 
[g(x) ifxeNa, 
and observe that 
c < VfsF(E) < V£F(E - NS) + VvfeF(Ns) < V£F(E) + e. 
A contradiction follows from the arbitrariness of e. Thus VfF ^ V^F and, as the 
reverse inequality always holds, the proposition is proved. • 
Let F be a real-valued function defined on srf. The standard ^-variation of F on 
A G £? is the number 
n 
fc=l 
where the supremum is taken over all nonoverlapping collections {A\,... ,An} C S^A-
If F is additive, a routine argument shows that the function V^F, defined on szf 
in the obvious way, is additive whenever it is real-valued. Note that if F is a real-
valued function defined only on SZ/A, the number VJ2/F(B) has still meaning for each 
B e S^A, and (V**F) L A -= VJ2/(F\-A). Thus the standard ^-variation requires 
no relativization (see below). 
Remark 4 .3. If F is an additive continuous function in Rm and A is a figure, it 
is easy to deduce from Proposition 1.1 that V®rF(A) = V^F(A). Thus for additive 
continuous functions in (Rm, we say "standard variation" instead of "standard srf-
variation," and write VF instead of V**F. 
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Lemma 4.4. Let F be an additive continuous function in Rm. If A e SS^ then 
VF(A) ^ VfyF(A), and if A G & then 
VfF(A) = VfyF(A) = VF(A). 
In particular, VfF(E) = VfrF(E) whenever E C Um is open, or either E or dE 
is thin. 
P r o o f . Proceeding towards a contradiction, assume VfyF(A) < VF(A) for 
an A e @V. There is a nonoverlapping collection {Ai,..., An) C SSVA such that 
n 





Given e > 0, it follows from [9, Lemma 7.2] that in each Ak there is an 77-regular 
? k „k \ Pk> XPk > (5-fine ^ - p a r t i t i o n Pk = {(Bf , x j ) , . . . , (.B* ,z* )} such that 
Pk I / Pk \ 
£|F(Bř)|> FÍLjBř) 
i=l I ^ 1 = 1 ' 
>\F(Ak)\-l. 
Since P = (J Pk is an 77-regular (5-fine ^^-part i t ion in A, 
k=i 
n Pk n 
V*yF(A) >. ££ |F ( i t f ) | > E l F (^ ) l " £ 
A:=l t = l k=l 
and a contradiction follows from the arbitrariness of e. 
Now let .A be a figure. Using Remark 4.3 and [11, Lemma 11.3.4 and Propo-
sition 11.3.7], we can modify the previous argument to show VF(A) -̂  VfF(A). 
Observe that 6: x H-> dist(.r,d_4) is a gage in A, and that every J-fine ,^^-partition 
anchored in A is a ^^-par t i t ion in A. Thus Vf^F(A) -̂  VF(A) for each positive 
rj < l / (2m), and we conclude 
VF(A) ^ VfF(A) ^ VfyF(A) ^ VF(A). 
Clearly Vf F(E) = VfyF(E) = 0 if E is thin. As each open set is the union of 
count ably many nonoverlapping cubes, the lemma is proved. • 
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Example 4.5. In dimension one fflV = &, and so we write only V* and Ve* 
instead of Vf and Vef, respectively. Let C be the Cantor ternary set in A = [0,1], 
and let F be an additive continuous function in LR whose distribution function extends 
the Cantor function in A [11, Example 5.3.11]. Since the function ( S : x 4 dist(x,C) 
is an e-gage on A and a gage on A - C, we have Ve*F(A) = V*F(A - C) = 0. On 
the other hand, it follows from Lemma 4.4 that V*F(A) = VF(A) = F(A) = 1, and 
soV*(C) = l . 
Lemma 4.6. If F is a real-valued function on srf', then the measures VfF and 
VjfF are Borel regular. 
P r o o f . We prove the lemma for VfF using the technique of [14, Theorem 3.15]. 
The proof for V£* F is analogous. Assume VfF(E) < +oo, choose an e > 0, and fix 
a positive rj < l /(2m). Find a gage S on E so that 
VvfsF(E)<VfF(E)+e, 
and let En — {x G E: S(x) > 1/n} for n = 1, 2 , . . . . 
We claim V«/nF(En) = V&/nF(dEn). As V«/nF(En) < V«/nF(dEn), it 
suffices to obtain a contradiction by supposing this inequality is sharp. Then there 
is an 77-regular (l/n)-fine .^-partition P = {(A\,xi),..., (Ap,xp)} anchored in clE^ 
for which 
V^/nHEn) <J2W(Ai)\. 
1 = 1 
Employing the additivity and continuity of K, it is easy to modify P so that it 
becomes anchored in En and still satisfies the other conditions, a contradiction. 
From the claim, we infer 
inf V^F(c\En) ^ V*/nF(c\En) = Vf1/nF(En) ^ V*F(En) 
^Vf?sF(E)<VfF(E)+e, 
where the infimum is taken over all gages a on E. The arbitrariness of rj yields 
VfF(c\En) ^ VfF(E) + e, and thus 
V?F ( U cl E") = lim V^F(d En) ̂  vfF(F) + £ ; 
for {c\En} is an increasing sequence of closed sets. 
00 
Since E — Ns C U c\En, it follows from the arbitrariness of e that there is a 
n=\ 
Borel set B such that E - Ns C B and VfF(E) = VfF(B). Now the thin set Ns 
is contained in a thin Borel set C [6, Section 2.1, Theorem 1]. As Vf F(C) = 0, the 
lemma is proved. • 
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Our next result improves on [3, Theorem 3.3]. Its proof is similar to that given in 
[1, Theorem 1] for an abstract measure space with a derivation base. 
Theorem 4.7. If F is a real-valued function defined on the family SSV', then 
V*F(E) = f D*\F\ dA and V®JF(E) ^ f D^\F\ dX 
JE JE 
for each measurable set E C IRm • 
P r o o f . As V^F = V^\F\, we suppose F ^ 0. Select a measurable set 
—&/ 
E C Um and note that the integral I = JED F dA exists (possibly equal to +oo), 
#/ 
since D F ^ 0 is a measurable function. 
First we prove the inequality V*F(E) ^ I. If the set Eoo = {xGE: D*F(x) = 
+00} has positive measure, then I = +00 and the inequality holds. If Eoo is neg-
ligible, then Ve
JfF(E00) = JE D FdX = 0, and no generality is lost by assuming 
Eoo = 0- Under this assumption, the measurable sets 
En = {xe ED U(0,n): D*F(x) < n}, n = 1,2, . . . , 
form an increasing sequence whose union is E, and so it suffices to prove the inequality 
for each En. 
Consequently, we may assume from the onset I < +00 and there is an open set 
U C (Rm such that E C U and |U| < +00. Let 
G(A) = F(A)- í D^FdX 
JAnE 
for each i G ^ , and observe that the set N = {x G E: D G(x) ^ 0} is negligible 
[12, Chapter IV, Theorem 6.3]. 
Choose an e > 0 and a positive n < l /(2m), and define an e-gage S on E as follows: 
if x e N let S(x) = 0, and if x E E - N select S(x) > 0 so that U(x,S(x)) C U and 
G(A) < e\A\ for each 77-regular A e £/ with x € A and d(A) < S(x). Now given an 
77-regular J-fine ^-partit ion {(Ai,x\),..., (Ap,xp)} anchored in E, we obtain 
YjF(Ai)<Yj(z\M+ f D^Fdx) <s|U| + I 
i=i i=i V JA.nE / 
and so V^SF(E) ^ e\U\ + I. The desired inequality follows from the arbitrariness of 
e and n. 
Next assume srf = & and V^F(E) < I. Fix an integer n ^ 1. For each x £ Eoo 
there is a positive nx < l/(2m) such that given 0 > 0, we can find an T^-regular 
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figure A C U(x,6) with x G A and F(A) > n\A\. Given an integer k ^ 1, let 
Cfc = {x G Eoo: rjx > l/k}, and find an e-gage S on £00 so that 
V&jFiEoo) < VefF(EQO) + 1 ̂  V*F(E) + 1 < +oo. 
The family ^ of all (1/A;)-regular figures A with d(A) < S(x) for an x G -A n Ck 
and F(i4) > n\A\ is a Vitali cover of Ck - Ns. Using Vitali's covering theorem 
[12, Chapter IV, Theorem 3.1] and the negligibility of Ns, find a (l/k)-regular J-fine 
^-parti t ion {(A1,x1),... ,(Ap,xp)} anchored in E^ such that F(A{) > n\A{\ for 
i = 1 , . . . ,p and £ \A{\ > \\Ck\. It follows 
i = i 
\Ck\ < 2 J2 \A{\ < 1J2 F(Ai) < J ^ / ( £ o o ) < l[V*F{E) + 1] 
i = l t = l 
and, as {Ck} is an increasing sequence whose union is E^, we obtain 
\E00\^-[VefF(E) + l\. 
n 
By the arbitrariness of n, the set .Eoo is negligible. In view of this, we can proceed 
with the argument assuming the statements made in the third paragraph of this 
proof. 
Choose a positive n < l/(2ra) and find an e-gage S on E with V^SF(E) < I. 
Making S smaller, we may assume N C Ns and U(x,S(x)) C U for each x G E. 
Given e > 0, the family Jf of all ^-regular figures B with d(B) < S(x) for an 
x e B C\ E and G(B) > —e\B\ is a Vitali cover of E - Ns. Hence there is a disjoint 
sequence {B{} in Jf whose union covers E almost entirely. For z = 1,2,..., select an 
Xi G Bi so that d(Bi) < S(xi), and observe that for each integer p ^ 1, the collection 
{(Bi,x\),..., (Bp,xp)} is an 77-regular J-fine ^"-partition in U anchored in E. Thus 
0 0 « 0 0 0 0 
i=1 JB{nE i=1 i=1 
and a contradiction follows from the arbitrariness of e. • 
Note that the second part of the previous proof does not apply to srf = 961^. 
Indeed, Vitali's covering theorem cannot be used, since the sets from fflV need not 
be closed. In view of Lemma 3.1, the difficulty disappears when F is an additive 
continuous function in (Rm. This and Lemma 4.6 yield the following corollary. 
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Corollary 4.8. If F is an additive continuous function in Rm, then 
V*F(E) = VfjF{E) = [ D\F\d\ 
JE 
for each measurable set E cUm. In particular, Vf+F = V®yF. 
In view of Corollary 4.8, for additive continuous functions in IRm, we now say 
"e-variation" instead of "e-^-variation," and write Ve*F instead of Ve^F. 
Corollary 4.9. An additive continuous function F in Um is derivable almost 
everywhere in a set E C Rm if and only if E has a-finite measure Ve+F. 
oo 
P r o o f . Let E = |J En and Ve*F(En) < +oo for n = 1,2,.... By Lemma 4.6, 
n= l 
there are Borel sets Bn such that En C Bn and Ve*F(En) = Ve*F(Bn). In view 
of Theorem 4.7, F is almost derivable almost everywhere in each Bn. This and 
Theorem 3.3 imply F is derivable almost everywhere in E. 
Conversely, if F is derivable almost everywhere in E then, up to a negligible set, 
E is contain in the measurable set B of all x G lRm at which F is derivable. Clearly, 
D\F\(x) = \DF(x)\ < +oo for each x G B . Letting 
Bn = {xe Br\U(0,n): D\F(x)\ <n) 
for n = 1,2,..., Theorem 4.7 yields 
Ve*F(Bn) = f D\F\(x)d\(x) ^ n|U(0,n)| < +oo. 
oo 
Since B = [j Bn and Ve*F is absolutely continuous, the corollary follows. D 
n= l 
As with the derivates, we relativize the concept of variations. Let A £ &/, E C .A, 
and let F be a real-valued function on ^ 4 . Given a positive 77 < l/(2m) and a 
nonnegative function S on E, set 
^ F л ( Я ) = supX;|F(.4ł)l 
*=1 
where the supremum is taken over all 77-regular ^-partitions P = {(Ai, .ri),.. ., 
(Ap,xp)} in A anchored in E that are 5-fine. The ^-variation of F on E relative to 
A is the number 
V?FA(E)= sup miV*sFA(E) 
o<ri<*L s 
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where the infimum is taken over all gages S on E. The e-srf-variation Ve^FA(E) of 
F on E relative to A, as well as the measures Vf FA and V£* FA in A, are defined 
in the obvious way. 
Let A G srf and let F be a real-valued function on srfA. A direct calculation shows 
(VfFA) L.A<_ Vf(FL A) and (VfFA) \-A^Vf{F\-A). 
Since the boundary of a figure is thin and closed, it is easy to see that the inequalities 
above become equalities when srf = &. 
Lemma 4.10. Let A £ &y, and let F be an additive continuous function in A. 
Then 
VfyFA(E) = Vf
y(FL.A)(E) and VfyFA(E) = Ve*(FLA)(E) 
for every set E C A. 
P r o o f . Seeking a contradiction, suppose VfyFA(E) < Vf
y(F\-A)(E) 
for a set E C A. There is a positive rj < l/(2ra) and a gage S on E such 
that V*ZitSFA(E) < V®
y(FV-A)(E). Find an 77-regular £-fine ^ - p a r t i t i o n 
{(Ai,xi),..., (Ap,xp)} anchored in E so that 
V*ZltSFA(E) < £|(FL.4)(A)| = J2\F(AQAi)\. 
i=l i = l 
With no loss of generality, we may assume A—intc A C N&. Making S smaller, we may 
also assume that {(A 0 A\, x i ) , . . . , (A 0 -Ap, xv)} is an 77
m+1-regular ^^-par t i t ion 
[10, Lemma 1.2], a contradiction. 
Thus VfyFA(E) > Vf
y(FL.A)(E) and, as the reverse inequality always holds, 
the first equality is established. The proof of the second equality is similar. • 
R e m a r k 4.11. I fAEJ?V and F is a real-valued function on &V A, then 
Vf(FL-A)(Urn-c\A) =0. 
However, if A is not a figure, we may have Vf(F\—A)(c\ A — A) > 0 even when F is an 
additive continuous function in A (cf. Example 5.10). Whether Ve*(FL-A)(c\ A-A) = 
0 for an additive continuous function F in A is unclear. 
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In view of Lemma 4.10, for an additive continuous function F in A G &/, we write 
Ve*FA instead of V*FA. 
Proposition 4 .12. Let A G StfY. For an additive continuous function F in A 
the following conditions hold. 
1. F is derivable relative to A almost everywhere in A if and only if Ve*FA is 
--finite. 
2. If F is almost derivable relative to A at every x G intc A — T, where T is a thin 
set, then V®rFA is cr-finite and absolutely continuous. 
P r o o f . By Lemma 4.10, the measure Ve*FA is cr-finite if and only if the set 
A has cr-finite measure Ve*(FL-A). Since A — int
c A is a negligible set, the first 
condition follows from Corollary 4.9 and Lemma 3.5. 
If the assumption of the second condition is satisfied, then F is derivable relative 
to A almost everywhere in A by Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.5. In particular, Ve*FA 
is cr-finite according to the previous paragraph. Making T larger, we may assume it 
contains A — intc A Now choose a negligible set E C A and a positive 77 < l/(2m). 
For 71 = 1,2,..., let 
En = {xeE-T:n-l^ Dv\F\A(x) < n} 
and find open sets Un so that En C Un and \Un\ < n2~
n/n. Given x G E- there 
is a 6n(x) > 0 such that U(x,Sn(x)) C Un and |-F(-B)| < n\B\ for every 77-regular 
B G &y with x e B and B C An U(x, Sn(x)). Since E - T is the disjoint union of 
the sets En, the formula 
P/ x f ôn(x) if x G En, 
5(x) = < 
[0 iîxeEnT, 
defines a gage on E. For an 77-regular ,^^-partition {(-4i, x\),..., (Ap,xp)} in A 
anchored in E that is o'-fine, we obtain 
P 00 00 
"£\F(At)\ = ~] J2 I W I < E E »I*I 




n = r1. 
n = l n = l 
Thus V®/FA(E) ^ 77, and so Vf
yFA(E) = 0 by the arbitrariness of 77. An appli-
cation of Proposition 4.2 completes the proof. 
• 
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Example 4.13. Let F be the flux of a uniformly continuous vector field v on 
A G 38V. If v is almost differentiable relative to A at every x G A — T, where T 
is a thin set, then VfrFA is O-finite and absolutely continuous (Example 3.4 and 
Proposition 4.12). 
Proposition 4.14. Let A G &y, let $ : A -> IRm be a lipeomorphism, and let F 
be a real-valued function defined on fflV${A). Then 
Vfr(Fo$)A = (Vf*F*{A))o* and VfJ(Fo*)A = (VfjFHA))o$. 
If both A and $(A) are figures and F is an additive continuous function in $(A), 
then 
Vf(Fo*)A = (VfF*lA))o* and Vf(Fo<S>)A = (VfF*{A))o<S>. 
P r o o f . If x e A and E C A, let xm = 4>(x) and E* = 9(E). There are positive 
constants a, b such that 
a\x-y\ < \xm -y*\ ^ b\x - y\ 
for all x,y G A. li B C A is a, figure, then there is a sequence {Kn} of subfigures 
of B* such that lim \Kn\ = \B
m\ and sup \\Kn\\ $J 7||-B"|| where 7 ^ 1 is a constant 
depending only on the dimension m [11, Lemma 12.6.4]. Since Bm is essentially 
closed, we also have d(Bm) = \imd(Kn). 
Suppose VfrFA.(E
m) < Vfy(F o *)A{E) for an E C A. There is a positive 
77 < l/(2ra) such that given a positive 77* < l/(2m), we can find a gage 8m on F?# 
with 
V**.FA.(E') <VVY(F o$)A(E) 
for any gage S on E. We make the appropriate choices: let 77* = (a/b)m(f7/7), and 
define a gage S on F? by setting S(x) = S*(xm)/b for each x e E. Now find an 
77-regular J-fine ^^-par t i t ion {(A i ,a ; i ) , . . . , (Ap ,xp)} in A anchored in £" so that 
Vv^.FA.(E')<J2\Fo$(Ai)\ = J2\F(A')\. 
1 = 1 1 = 1 
A simple calculation shows that {(AJ, x j ) , . . . , (A*, a;*)} is an 77*-regular o"*-fine ^ ^ -
partition in A9 anchored in FJ#, a contradiction. Thus 
(8) Vf?(F o $)A(E) < VfJ&.FA. (£•)• 
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An identical argument shows that 
(9) V*S{F o S)A(E) ^ V*tS.FA. (ET) 
when the dimension m = 1. If m ^ 2 and both A and A' are figures, the assumption 
V*tS.FA.{ET) < V*S(F o *)A{E) 
for a set E C A leads to the existence of an 77-regular (5-fine ^"-partition {(_4i, rc i ) , . . . , 
(_4p,.rp)} in A anchored in E so that 
V^.FA.(E*) < X. |F o $(A«)| = J2 1 (̂̂ )1-
1 = 1 1 = 1 
As before, {(-4J,_cJ),..., (_4*,x*)} is an 77*-regular 6"*-fine ,^^-partition in _4* 
anchored in _5#, however, this is not yet a contradiction. On the other hand, if F is 
an additive continuous function in Am, then for i = 1 , . . . ,p, we can find 77*-regular 
figures Bi C A* with d(Bi) arbitrarily close to d(A*) and such that 
V^rFA.(E')<j^\F(Bi)\. 
1 = 1 
The collection Q = {(B\,x\),..., (Bp,xp)} is still not an ^-partition, since x* may 
be outside Bi. However, no more than 2 m of the points x\,... ,x* can coalesce; for 
{(A\,x\),..., (Ap,xp)} is an ^"-partition (Remark 4.1) and <_> is bijective. Thus Q 
can be easily modified to an 77*-regular (?*-fine ^"-partition {Ci, x\),..., (Cp, x*)} in 
_4* anchored in Em for which 
(10) Vn?s.FA.(E')<J2\F(Ci)\ 
1 = 1 
(cf. [11, Theorem 12.7.6]). As (10) is contradictory, (9) holds again. 
The reverse inequalities to (8) and (9) are obtained by applying (8) and (9) to the 
inverse map <->_1 and the function F o $ , The proofs for the essential variations are 
identical. • 
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5 . RlEMANN TYPE INTEGRALS 
Definition 5.1. A real-valued function / defined on A G srf is called srf-in-
tegrable if there is an additive continuous function F in A satisfying the following 
condition: given e > 0, we can find a gage S on A so that 
f2\f(xi)\Ai\-F(Ai)\<e 
i= l 
for each ^-regular o"-fine ^-partition {{Ai,x\),..., {Ap, xp)} in A. 
It follows from [9, Propositions 7.7 and 7.8] and [11, Theorem 12.2.2] that F , called 
the indefinite s/-integral of / in A, is uniquely determined by / . If / is -G^-integrable 
in A, it is ^-integrable in each B G S$A, and F\S$B is the indefinite ^-integral of 
/ in B. The real number F{A) is called the srf-integral of / over A, denoted by 
fAfd\. Since the .^"-integral, 3&V-integral, and Lebesgue integral coincide on the 
intersections of their domains ([9, Proposition 5.8] and [11, Theorem 11.4.5]), this 
notation leads to no confusion. 
Let A G srf. Since the ^-integral of / over A does not depend on the values 
of / in a negligible set ([9, Corollary 5.9] and [11, Corollary 11.4.7]), the concepts of 
^/-integrability and .^-integral can be readily extended to functions defined almost 
everywhere in A. We shall assume such an extension has been made, and denote 
by srf'{A) the family of all functions defined almost everywhere in A that are srf-
integrable. If A is a figure, then &y{A) C &{A) but we do not know whether the 
inclusion is proper. 
Proposition 5.2. Let A e s/ and f G srf{A). If F is the indefinite integral of f, 
then Vf FA is cr-finite and absolutely continuous. 
P r o o f . Let En = {x G A: \f{x)\ ^ n} for n = 1,2,..., and let E be a negligible 
subset of A. With no loss of generality, we may assume / is a real-valued function 
oo 
defined on A such that f{x) = 0 for each x G E. In particular A = (J En. Choose 
n=l 
a positive n < l/(2ra), and find a gage S on A so that 
£ | / ( a : . ) | .4 . | - F ( ^ ) | < r, 
i=\ 
for each 77-regular (5-fine ^-partition P = {{A\,x\),... ,{Ap,xp)} in A. If P is 
anchored in En, then 
J2 \F(Ai)\ < £ l/(x«)l • 1̂ 1 + " < n ^ + "' 
1 = 1 t = l 
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V 
and hence Vf5FA(En) <: n|.A| + 77. If P is anchored in E, then £ \F(A{)\ < n, and 
i = i 
so VfsFA (E) <̂  rj. Prom the arbitrariness of n, we conclude 
VfFA(En) <C n\A\ and Vf FA(E) = 0, 
which proves the proposition. D 
Theorem 5.3. If F is an additive continuous function in A G srf, then the fol-
lowing conditions are equivalent. 
1. Vf'FA is cr-finite and absolutely continuous. 
2. DFA belongs to srf(A), and F is its indefinite srf-integral. 
P r o o f . As (2 => 1) follows immediately from Proposition 5.2, it suffices to 
prove (1 => 2). By Proposition 4.12, the set E of all x G A at which DFA(x) does 
not exists is negligible. We let 
r/ \DFA(x) ifxeA-E, 
f(x) — { 
K \ o if x e E, 
and show that F is the indefinite ^-integral of / . To this end, choose a positive 
Q 
e < l/(2ra), and find a gage 5E on E so that ^ \F(Bj)\ < £ ^OT e a c n ^-regular 
i=i 
o^-fine ^-partition {(B\,yi),..., (Bq,yq)} in A anchored in E; such a gage exists, 
since Vf'FA(E) = 0 by our assumptions. On A — E there is a positive function A 
such that 
| / 0 ) | B | - F ( . S ) | < £ | . B | 
for each x e A — E and each e-regular B G srfA with x G B and d(B) < A(x). Now 
define a gage 6 on .A by setting 
(A(x) ifxeA-E, 
6(x) = < 
\SE(x) ifxeE, 
and select an s-regular J-fine ^-partition {(Ai,x\),..., (Ap,xp)} in .A. Then 
Y}f(xi)\Ai\ - F(A{)\ < J2 \HAi)\ + e £ |.4«| < e(l + \A\), 
i=\ XiGE XigE 
and the desired conclusion follows. D 
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Theorem 5.3 gives the full descriptive definition of the ^-integral (cf. [11, Re-
mark 5.3.6]). An affirmative answer to the following question would bring it more 
in line with the classical descriptive definitions of the Denjoy integrals by means of 
ACG and ACG* functions [12, Chapter VIII, Section 1]. 
Question 5.4. Let F be an additive continuous function in IRm. Does the absolute 
continuity of the measure VfF imply its cz-finiteness? (Cf. Added in proofs, 2.) 
Remark 5.5. An absolutely continuous Borel measure [i in (Rm is <j-finite when-
ever it is semi-finite, i.e., whenever each Borel set A with 0 < /i(A) contains a Borel 
set B with 0 < n(B) < +00. Indeed, by Zorn's lemma, there is a maximal disjoint 
family 3& of Borel sets such that 0 < u-(B) < +00 for each B G SS. The absolute 
continuity of \i together with the rz-finiteness of A imply that SB is countable. Since 
SS is maximal and ji is semi-finite, //((R771 — ( J ^ ) - = 0 and our assertion is proved. 
Below we establish four important results, whose simple proofs are facilitated by 
the descriptive definition of the ^-integral presented in Theorem 5.3. 
Corollary 5.6. Let A G srf, and let F be the indefinite integral of f G srf(A). 
Then DFA(X) = f(x) for almost all x G A. 
P r o o f . By Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 5.3, the derivate DFA(X) exists for al-
most all x G A, and F is the indefinite ^-integral of DFA- The corollary follows from 
[9, Corollary 5.14] and [11, Proposition 6.3.7], which assert that two ^-integrable 
functions with the same indefinite ^-integral are equal almost everywhere. • 
Corollary 5.7. Let T be a thin set, and let F be an additive continuous function 
in A G srf that is almost derivable relative to A at each x G intc A — T. Then DFA 
belongs to srf(A) and F is its indefinite integral. 
This corollary follows immediately from Proposition 4.12 and Theorem 5.3. Its 
immediate consequence is the divergence theorem for the ^-integral. 
Theorem 5.8. Let T be a thin set and let v be a uniformly continuous vector 
field on A G 8SV. Ifv is almost differentiate relative to A at every x G intc A-T, 
then divu belongs to 3BV(A) and 
/ divudA= / U - I / A W . 
JA Jd+A 
P r o o f . By Example 3.4 and Corollary 5.7, the flux of v is the indefinite @l*V-
integral of divv. 
D 
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Theorem 5.9. Let A G &Y, and let $ : A -> IRm be a lipeomorphism. If f G 
38V (&(A)), then (f o $)J<|, belongs to @V(A). If both A and 9(A) are figures and 
f G &($(A)), then (f o $) J* belongs to &(A). In either case, 
[ fdX= /(/o$)J*dA. 
J*(A) J A 
P r o o f . Let F be the indefinite ^-integral of / G &/($(A)). It follows from 
Corollary 5.6 and Proposition 3.7 that 
D(F o $)A(x) = DF*(A)(*(x))J*(x) = (f o *)(x)J*(x) 
for almost all x G A. Thus F o $ is the indefinite ^-integral of ( / o $)J<j> by 
Proposition 4.14 and Theorem 5.3. • 
Example 5.10. Using [9, Example 5.21], we can construct an open BV set U 
with U = int* U, and a uniformly continuous vector field v on A = cl* U which is 
differentiate in U and satisfies the following condition: if C is a cell containing U 
and 
{ dxvv(x) if x G U, 
0 if re G C - U, 
then / is not ^^-integrable in C. Note that A G 38V and divv is 3SV-mtegrab\e 
in A by Theorem 5.8. 
Let F be the flux of v in A, let G = FLA, and let C be a cell containing A. Then 
V®yG(c\A - A) > €, and there is an 5 C cl A - A such that 5 is not thin and for 
each x e S, either DG(x) ?- 0 or DG(rr) 7- 0 (cf. Remarks 3.6 and 4.11). 
Indeed, if V®rG(c\A — A) = 0, then it follows from Lemmas 4.10 and 3.5, Re-
mark 4.11, and Theorem 5.3 that H = G\38V c is the indefinite ^V-integval of 
DHc in C. The same conclusion follows from Example 3.2, Remark 3.6, and Corol-
lary 5.7 if the set {x G c\A - A: D\G\(x) > 0} is thin. Moreover, in both cases 
we have DHc(x) = DG(x) = 0 for almost all x G C - A (Theorem 4.7). Since 
DHc(x) = divv(x) for each x G U (Example 3.2), we have a contradiction. 
Our last proposition indicates the contrast between the Lebesgue integral and 
^-integral (cf. Theorem 5.3). 
Proposition 5.11. If F is an additive continuous function in A G srf, then the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
1. Vfr FA is finite and absolutely continuous. 
2. Vf FA is finite and absolutely continuous. 
3. DFA belongs to Ll(A, A), and F is its indefinite Lebesgue integral. 
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P r o o f . (2 =.> 3) By Theorem 5.3, the derivate DFA belongs to stf(A), and 
F is its indefinite .^-integral. Since // = Vf FA is an absolutely continuous metric 
measure in A, all measurable subsets of A are //-measurable. As // is also finite and 
Borel regular (Lemma 4.6), 
(11) v.{E) = inf {fi(A D U): U C (Rm is open and E C U} 
for every set .E C A In particular, G = l/[^4 is an additive continuous function 
in _4 with V^GA ^ G. Indeed, this inequality follows from (11); for it is easy to 
show Vf G(B) -̂  fi(AnU) whenever B e S&A and U C Um is an open set containing 
B. Applying Theorem 5.3 and [9, Corollary 5.14], we infer DGA £ Ll(A,\). Since 
|F | ^ VF ^ G (Lemma 4.4), the inequality 
\DFA\ = D\F\A^DGA 
holds almost everywhere in A. This and the measurability of DFA imply DFA 6 
Ll(A,\). Moreover, F is the indefinite Lebesgue integral of DFA by [9, Proposi-
tion 5.8]. 
(3 --> 1) If DFA C Ll(A,\) and F is its indefinite Lebesgue integral, then it 
is easy to see that V®y FA(E) ^ JAnU\DFA\d\ for each set E C A and each 
open set U C (Rm containing E. We conclude VfyFA(E) ^ / ^ |F>FA| dA for every 
measurable set E C A, which implies condition 1. 
As the implication (1 => 2) is obvious, the proposition is proved. • 
Added in proofs. After this writing was completed, the following facts have been 
established for any additive continuous function F in (Rm. 
1. V^F — V®VF (see W.F. Pfeffer: Comparing variations of charges; Indiana 
Univ. Math. J. 45 (1996), 643-654). 
2. V*F is cr-finite whenever it is absolutely continuous (see Z. Buczolich and 
W. F. Pfeffer: On absolute continuity; to appear). 
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